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• Barbers pole worms on about half sheep properties 

– warmth and moisture needed for eggs to hatch 
(eggs in faeces hatch in as little as 5 days; can develop to egg laying 
adults in a sheep in another 17 days) 
– worm larvae die if too hot and dry, but beware green/sheltered 

areas in paddocks 
– worm larvae survive frosts and last 6 months in winter 

(paddocks causing trouble now will be dangerous for lambing) 
 

• Resistance is common in Barber’s pole worms: 
– Abamectin on its own works on about 20% of properties 
– Levamisole on its own works on about 75% of properties 

 

 

 



 

 

 



Drench resistance testing was discussed. There may be difficulty getting enough 

worms in un-drenched weaners for the test. Testing in summer/autumn may be 

predominantly barber’s pole worms, which would limit the usefulness of the test in 

predicting which drenches work on your place on other worms. Chris Haylock suggests doing 

the drench resistance test on hoggets in winter, if a test shows they have enough worms. 

MFS is available to assist members to conduct a valid drench resistance test. 

An alternative to a full drench resistance test is to follow up a pre-drench worm egg 

count with a worm egg count on samples collected from the same mob 10 to 14 days post-

drench. Testing for worm type is recommended. 

  



  

 



 

 

 



 

 

Monitoring for worms using worm egg counts becomes more valuable the more tests are 

done. How come? Initially producers become despondent about the value of monitoring, as 

most times you get a test result that tells you the mob needs drenching. You have to pay for 

the cost of the test and the cost of the drench, so why test? 

Worm control involves so much more than drenching. The value of monitoring comes from 

using the information to look back (“Does this result reflect what I expected to happen from 

what I did with the sheep / the previous drench / the paddock in the past few months?”) 

and to look forward (“What will this result mean for other stock that will have to graze this 

paddock?”, “What can I do differently that will alter the situation at this time next year?”) as 

well as deciding whether the mob needs a drench now.  

There are proven examples of producers who monitor routinely and frequently, and who 

use this information to help track livestock performance, not just worms. In time, they are 

able to reduce drench usage while increasing production. 



 

 


